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ABSTRACT

We have developed an innovative search interface that
allows non-expert users to move through large information spaces in a ﬂexible manner without feeling lost. The
design goal was to oﬀer users a “browsing the shelves”
experience seamlessly integrated with focused search.
Key to achieving our goal is the explicit exposure of hierarchical faceted metadata in a manner that is intuitive
and inviting to users. After several iterations of design
and testing, the usability results are strikingly positive.
We believe our approach marks a major step forward
in search user interfaces and can serve as a model for
web-based collections of up to 100,000 items.
Topics: Search User Interfaces, Faceted Metadata
INTRODUCTION

Although general Web search is steadily improving [30],
studies show that search is still the primary usability
problem in web site design. A recent report by Vividence Research analyzing 69 web sites found that the
most common usability problem was poorly organized
search results, aﬀecting 53% of sites studied. The second most common problem was poor information architecture, aﬀecting 32% of sites [27].
Studies of search behavior reveal that good search involves both broadening and narrowing of the query, appropriate selection of terminology, and the ability to
modify the query [31]. Still others show that users often express a concern about online search systems since
they do not allow a “browsing the shelves” experience
aﬀorded by physical libraries [6] and that users like wellstructured hyperlinks but often feel lost when navigating
through complex sites [23].
Our goals are to support search usability guidelines [28],
while avoiding negative consequences like empty result
sets or feelings of being lost. We are especially inter-

ested in large collections of similar-style items (such as
product catalog sites, sites consisting of collections of
images, or text documents on a topic such as medicine
or law). Our approach is to follow iterative design practices from the ﬁeld of human-computer interaction [29],
meaning that we ﬁrst assess the behavior of the target
users, then prototype a system, then assess that system
with target users, learn from and adjust to the problems found, and repeat until a successful interface is
produced.
We have applied this method to the problem of creating an information architecture that seamlessly integrates navigation and free-text search into one interface. This system builds on earlier work that shows the
importance of query previews [25] for indicating next
choices (thus allowing the user to use recognition over
recall) and avoiding empty result sets. The approach
makes use of faceted hierarchical metadata (described
below) as the basis for a navigation structure showing
next choices, providing alternative views, and permitting reﬁnement and expansion in new directions, while
at the same time maintaining a consistent representation
of the collection’s structure [14]. This use of metadata is
integrated with free-text search, allowing the user to follow links, then add search terms, then follow more links,
without interrupting the interaction ﬂow. Our most recent usability studies show strong, positive results along
most measured variables.
An added advantage of this framework is that it can be
built using oﬀ-the-shelf database technology, and it allows the contents of the collection to be changed without
requiring the web site maintainer to change the system
or the interface. For these reasons, we believe these
results should inﬂuence the design of information architecture of information-centric web sites.
In the following sections we deﬁne the metadata-based
terminology, describe the interface framework as applied
to a collection of architectural images, report the results
of usability studies, discuss related work, and discuss the
implications of these results.

Submitted for Publication

METADATA

Content-oriented category metadata has become more
prevalent in the last few years, and many people are
interested in standards for describing content in various ﬁelds (e.g., Dublin Core and the Semantic Web1 ).
Web directories such as Yahoo and the Open Directory
Project2 are familiar examples of the use of metadata for
navigation structures. Web search engines have begun
to interleave search hits on category labels with other
search results. Many individual collections already have
rich metadata assigned to their contents; for example,
biomedical journal articles have on average a dozen or
more content attributes attached to them. Metadata
for organizing content collections can be classiﬁed along
several dimensions:
• The metadata may be faceted, that is, composed
of orthogonal sets of categories. For example, in
the domain of architectural images, some possible
facets might be Materials (concrete, brick, wood,
etc.), Styles (Baroque, Gothic, Ming, etc.), View
Types, People (architects, artists, developers, etc.),
Locations, Periods, and so on.
• The metadata (or an individual facet) may be hierarchical (“located in Berkeley, California, United
States”) or ﬂat (“by Ansel Adams”).
• The metadata (or an individual facet) may be singlevalued or multi-valued. That is, the data may be
constrained so that at most one value can be assigned to an item (“measures 36 cm tall”) or it
may allow multiple values to be assigned to an
item (“uses oil paint, ink, and watercolor”).

Figure 1: The opening page for both interfaces shows
a text search box and the first level of metadata terms.
Hovering over a facet name yields a tooltip (here shown
below Locations) explaining the meaning of the facet.

Before developing our system, we tested the idea of using hierarchical faceted metadata on an existing interface that exempliﬁed some of our design goals. This
preliminary study was conducted using a commercial
recipe web site called Epicurious3 containing ﬁve ﬂat
facets, 93 metadata terms, and approximately 13,000
recipes. We compared the three available search interfaces:(1) Simple keyword search, with unsorted results
list (2) Enhanced search form that exposes metadata
using checkboxes and drop-down lists, with unsorted
results list. (3) Browse interface that allows user to
navigate through the collection, implicitly building up
a query consisting of an AND across facets; Selecting a
category within a facet (e.g., Pasta within Main Ingredient) narrows results set, and users are shown query
previews at every step.

We note that there are a number of issues associated
with creation of metadata itself which we are not addressing here. The most pressing problem is how to
decide which descriptors are correct or at least most
appropriate for a collection of information. Another
problem relates to how to assign metadata descriptors
to items that currently do not have metadata assigned.
We will not be addressing these issues, in part because
many other researchers already are, and because the fact
remains that there are many existing, important collections whose contents have hierarchical metadata already
assigned.

In the interests of space, we can only provide a brief
summary of this small (9 participant) study: All the
participants who liked the site (7 out of 9) said they
were likely to use the browse interface again. Only 4 said
this about enhanced search and 0 said this about simple
search. Participants especially liked the browse interface
for open-ended tasks such as “plan a dinner party.” We
took this as encouraging support for the faceted metadata approach. However, the recipe browse facility is
lacking in several ways. Free-text search is not integrated with metadata browse, the collection and metadata are of only moderate size, and the metadata is organized into ﬂat (non-hierarchical) facets. Finally users
are only allowed to reﬁne queries, they cannot broaden

RECIPE USABILITY STUDY

We are particularly concerned with supporting non-professional searchers in rich information seeking tasks. Speciﬁcally we aim to answer the following questions: do
users like and understand ﬂexible organizations of metadata from diﬀerent hierarchies? Are faceted hierarchies
preferable to single hierarchies? Do people prefer to follow category-based hyperlinks or do they prefer to issue
a keyword-based query and sort through results listings?
1 http://dublincore.org,

http://www.w3.org/2001/sw
http://dmoz.org

2 http://www.yahoo.com,

3 http://eat.epicurious.com/recipes/browse
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Figure 2: Matrix View middle game (items grouped).

Figure 3: SingleTree View middle game (items ungrouped).

the query into new directions. Our goal is to make this
kind of approach scale to larger collections (thus requiring hierarchical metadata facets), integrating keyword
search fully, supporting search expansion as well as reﬁnement. The result is the interface described in the
next section.

The Matrix View shows a column of metadata on the
left, and the images in the current result set on the right.
The column on the left shows query previews for all the
terms that apply to the current result set. The user can
select multiple terms from facets in any order, and can
have the items grouped under any facet. The caption
under each image gives the name of the building, the
location, and the architect.

THE USER INTERFACE

For our problem domain, we chose an architectural image database provided by our University. The database
contains about 40,000 photographs and drawings of landscapes and buildings from a wide variety of historical
periods, styles, and geographical regions. The images
are classiﬁed under about 16,000 hierarchical metadata
terms, which we manually reorganized into nine facets:
people, locations, structure types, materials, periods,
styles, view types, concepts, and building names.

The SingleTree View shows a list of subcategories of the
currently selected term at the top, with query previews.
The items in the result set are listed below. The user can
only drill down to subcategories of the current category,
and cannot select terms from more than one facet. This
view was modeled after Yahoo’s directory, where items
are arranged under a single tree hierarchy.

We developed two diﬀerent Web-based interfaces for ﬁnding images in this database, with the aim of testing the
usefulness of faceted metadata as compared to a simpler
and more conventional single-hierarchy approach. The
two interfaces, which we will refer to as “Matrix View”
and “SingleTree View”, begin with the same opening,
but provide very diﬀerent intermediate pages (which we
refer to as the “middle game”). The SingleTree View is
simpler, but the Matrix View provides more ﬂexibility.
Figure 1 shows the opening screen for both, which provides a text search box and an overview of the ﬁrst level
of metadata terms under each facet. Query previews are
shown next to each term.

In Figures 2 and 3, we have only shown the Matrix interface in grouped mode and the SingleTree interface in
ungrouped mode, though the user can click on a link
to group or ungroup the items in both interfaces. In
grouped mode, up to four sample items are shown in
each subcategory. Selecting a group title or “all items”
link drills into a subcategory. In ungrouped mode, 50
items are shown per page, and a “page bar,” visible in
Figure 3, allows moving from page to page. Both interfaces display the current query at the top of the page;
the SingleTree view shows a single path, while the Matrix view may show multiple paths. The search can be
expanded by selecting a breadcrumb in any path or by
clicking an “X” button to remove a term entirely. Both
interfaces provide a keyword search ﬁeld at all times.
When a keyword is entered, the query initially admits
any item tagged with any matching term. A list of all
matching metadata terms is shown above the result set,

Suppose the user now chooses “South America” under
the Locations facet. This selects a result set of 654 images that are classiﬁed with this term. The Matrix interface yields the display in Figure 2 while the SingleTree
interface yields Figure 3.
3

Figure 5: Endgame page for the Matrix interface.

– A table keyed by facet value ID, listing the
values of the facet, giving the hierarchy level
and the path from the root for each value.
– A table that associates item IDs with facet
value IDs. If item x is assigned value y, a row
appears associating x with every ancestor of
y. The row associating x with y has a Boolean
ﬂag to indicate that it is the leaf value in the
path.

Figure 4: Keyword search for “water”.

as in Figure 4. Selecting a term in the list turns the
keyword constraint into a category constraint.
In some situations there are too many subcategories or
keyword matches to ﬁt on the page. When this occurs,
an alphabetized list is presented on a page of its own,
so that the user can make a selection. The “more” links
visible in Figures 2 and 4 also take the user to listing
pages of this type.

All components of the interface are dynamically generated, based on the facets and facet values deﬁned in the
database. Query previews are generated using the SQL
“group by” operator to count the number of items that
fall into each subcategory.

Selecting a particular image yields an “endgame” page
that is almost the same for both interfaces (Figure 5).
The endgame page shows a detailed view of the selected
image and its complete set of metadata. In the Matrix
interface, hyperlinks let the user add any of these metadata terms to the current query to get a more speciﬁc
query. Both interfaces let the user choose a more general query that clears all current constraints and shows
all the items matching a single metadata term.

To test the ﬂexibility of the architecture, we loaded a
portion of the MEDLINE database into our system. We
wrote a few scripts to convert the MeSH classiﬁcation
tree into a set of facet hierarchies in our table schema,
and were able to have both interfaces up and fully operational on the MEDLINE data within two days. The
only modiﬁcation we had to make to the user interface
was to replace the component for displaying individual
images with a component for displaying author names,
titles, and abstracts.

System Architecture

The two interfaces provide diﬀerent navigation structures on top of exactly the same information structure,
the same collection, and the same metadata. We used
Python, MySQL, and the WebWare toolkit4 to build the
system, which we call Flamenco. The system is based
on a highly generic database schema that we designed
to accommodate any collection with hierarchical faceted
metadata. The schema consists of:

ARCHITECTURE IMAGE USABILITY STUDY

To develop these interfaces, initially we performed a
needs assessment (including an ethnographic analysis of
how architects use and look for images as inspiration for
their design work), a simple prototype and an informal
usability test. After this we conducted two rounds of
development and two formal usability studies. In Study
1, after participants assessed three experimental interfaces, they indicated that they liked having access to
the metadata, but problems with the designs resulted in
no interface design emerging as a clear success. The 11
participants divided evenly among the interfaces in their
choice of a favorite, and many of the features received

• A table keyed by facet, listing all facets.
• A table keyed by item ID, containing all singlevalued non-hierarchical metadata for each item.
• For each hierarchical or multi-valued facet:
4 http://www.python.org,

http://www.mysql.com,

http://webware.sourceforge.net
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lukewarm or negative preference responses. However,
a fourth design, shown only informally, received much
interest; this was the precursor to the Matrix view.

terior views of temples in Lebanon). Participants
were instructed to ﬁnd as many images as they
could that met the given criteria. This was done
three diﬀerent times:

We selected the most successful elements from each of
the four interfaces to create two new versions of the interface for Study 2 (which is the focus of this section).
Changes included: introducing the Matrix, modifying
the topic descriptor hierarchy to make it more usable,
displaying the hierarchical metadata on the left of the
images to make the content available at the top of the
screen, using intermediate pages to handle large category lists, providing multiple ways to perform every
reﬁne and expand function, changing the position and
graphic display of key functions (such as the “X” to remove a search term), and oﬀering an option to expand
(as well as reﬁne) from the image detail view. These
changes were incorporated into two new interfaces described in the previous section.

1.1 Start by using a Keyword Search to ﬁnd such
images
1.2 Start by Browsing (clicking a hyperlink) to
ﬁnd such images
1.3 Start by using method of their choice (Search
or Browse) to ﬁnd such images
2 Low Constraint Search: Find a low-constraint set
of images (metadata in one facet)
3 Speciﬁc Image Search: Find a speciﬁc image. Participants were given a photograph, but no other
information, and asked to ﬁnd the same image in
the 40,000 item collection based on the observable
characteristics of the photograph.

Methodology

Others have argued for the importance of using motivated participants in search usability studies [29]; this
is our experience as well, and so we recruited practicing
architects, city planners, and graduate students in these
ﬁelds as our 19 study participants. All participants indicated they regularly conducted searches on the Internet.
About half stated that they were looking for images “all
the time;” the other half said they searched for images
on a monthly or yearly basis.

For each of the ﬁve tasks, we created alternate versions
of the task, and pre-tested these for equivalency. Order
of tasks was carefully counterbalanced to take care of
any order eﬀects due to learning or fatigue. For both
interfaces, participants ﬁlled out brief questionnaires after each task, and a longer questionnaire at the end of
using the interface. Likert scales ranging from 1 (low)
to 7 (high) were used throughout.
Results
Overall Impressions

They received $12/hour for participating in a session
that lasted about 1.5 hours. All participants were tested
in a lab setting, using the Internet Explorer v6 browser
on Windows 2000 workstations with 21 inch monitors set
at 1280 x 1024 pixels in 24-bit color. Data was recorded
with multiple methods: (a) server logs (b) behavioral
logs (time-stamped observations), (c) online post-task
questionnaires and (d) paper surveys at the end of the
session. Two experienced usability analysts conducted
each session. One took written notes while the other
facilitated the session. Data from all the sources was
collated to create a complete record of the test session.

The majority of the participants
said they preferred the power and ﬂexibility of the Matrix to the simplicity of the SingleTree View. Participants found it easier to reﬁne and expand their searches
using the various features provided by the Matrix, and
felt it was “easier to shift between searches” and to
“troubleshoot research problems.” Those who preferred
the Matrix commented that they liked having the choices
for reﬁning the search displayed on the left side of the
screen along with the images; participants referred to
the metadata display as a “map,” an “index,” a “table
of contents” and a “menu.” They found this easier than
struggling to guess (and spell) the correct keyword(s)
for searching. Some participants were initially put oﬀ
by the text-heavy appearance of the Matrix, but grew
to like it after they had completed one or two searches.
Four out of nineteen participants stated an overall preference for the “cleaner” and “simpler” SingleTree view.
While SingleTree view was preferred for locating a speciﬁc image, the Matrix was perceived as more useful for
browsing and exploring a collection; as one participant
commented, “I could sit at the computer for hours!”

The study used a within-subjects design. Each participant used both the SingleTree and the Matrix; each
interface was the starting view for half the participants.
They began with a brief “warm-up” period on the interface, performing a search of personal interest. After this, participants completed one highly structured
task, with each action directed by the facilitator. This
step-by-step task introduced participants to each interface’s features and measured baseline understanding of
those features. Following the warm-up, participants performed three types of tasks:

The Matrix view was
rated slightly higher than SingleTree for all the measures (future use, ease of use, and for all types of design
tasks). However, the diﬀerences are only signiﬁcant for

Comparing Matrix to SingleTree

1 High Constraint Search: Find images with speciﬁc metadata assigned from three facets: View
Types, Structure Types, and Locations (e.g., ex5

Task Type
High Constraint Tasks
Low Constraint Task
Speciﬁc Image Task
Overall Preference

Matrix
14
13
16
16

SingleTree
4
5
3
3

Table 1: Overall interface preferences.

design work and seeing relationships (both t’s > 1.7;
both p’s < .05). We asked participants which of the interfaces they preferred. As Table 1 shows, Matrix was
generally preferred over SingleTree interface, both for
speciﬁc tasks and overall.
Sense of Control Next we investigated how lost or on
track participants felt during the search. Our concern
was that with so many varied options (especially for Matrix) participants might ﬁnd the interfaces too browsable, and feel “lost.” Participants felt a high (average
5.65 on a 7 point scale) sense of control. Also, for all but
the Speciﬁc Image tasks, participants felt a greater sense
of control in the Matrix (diﬀerences are not signiﬁcant
except for the High Constraint Search Task).

Figure 6: Median task completion time.

Precision
Matrix
Tree
Recall
Matrix
Tree

We had also asked participants to describe the two interfaces with a series of adjectives using a semantic differential scale. Participants perceived the Matrix to be
more ﬂexible, powerful and browsable than the SingleTree. On average, the Matrix was perceived as 22%
more ﬂexible, 18% more powerful and 8% more browsable.

Browse
.86
.82
Browse
.87
.61

Choice
.96
.86
Choice
.96
1.0

Table 2: Recall and Precision.

made erroneous assumptions about the location of the
photographed item. (When searching for types of images, they were highly successful.) After looking at the
logs, we concluded that the participants were more successful in the SingleTree view because the Matrix view
by default showed images in grouped view. This meant
that participants would only see the ﬁrst four images in
each subhierarchy, and so were likely to drill down into
the wrong subhierarchy. The default view for SingleTree
view was ungrouped, so participants were more likely to
simply see the correct image by scanning through all the
items.

Task Success and Timing We gave participants a maximum of 6 minutes to complete each task. Success in a
task implies that the participant indicated (within the
allotted time) that he / she had reached an appropriate
set of images / speciﬁc image in the collection. Success includes situations when the participant made the
search too constrained and as a result missed some of
the relevant images. Given this criteria for success, all
participants were able to successfully complete the task
within the given time for all but the image search task
(discussed below).

Table 2 shows results for precision and recall, computed
for tasks 1.1-1.3 only. The relevant item set was determined by pooling all the relevant results seen across participants. Precision was determined by inspecting the
result set (all images together on one page) and counting the relevant ones. (Non-relevant documents would
result from, for example, a task in which participants
were asked to ﬁnd interior views of churches in France,
but the result set included other types of religious buildings as well.)

Figure 6 shows the median task completion times for
each task5 . Task completion times were higher for the
Matrix than for the SingleTree. This was due in part to
the slower processing time – each page in the Matrix required the generation of numerous query previews while
page generation in the simpler SingleTree was considerably faster.
In the image search task, participants were able to ﬁnd
the correct image within the allotted time only 22%
of the time using the Matrix as compared to 66% of
the time for the SingleTree. Note that the participants
saw only a photograph; most problems arose when they
5 We

Search
.85
.89
Search
.79
.66

The hallmark of our approach to metadata-based search interfaces is oﬀering
the participants many movement options. The interface
allows the participant to reﬁne, expand, and arrange result sets in multiple ways. One critical question is: do
participants notice, use and understand the various fea-

Feature Use and Understanding

report median times in order to overcome the eﬀect of

outliers.
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The option of expanding on a facet is not available in
most search interfaces. Hence this is not something participants have experienced before. Nevertheless, about
7% of the actions are related to expanding a search. We
think that the expand facility gives the interface added
ﬂexibility and our hypothesis is that once participants
get more experienced with this interface, they will use
it more often.
Participants chose to re-arrange results 2.9% of the time
with the Matrix and 5.1% of the time with the SingleTree, mostly using the “sort” feature; this feature can
only be used in ungrouped view, and the default sort
order is designed to be the one most often desired.
Finally, participants chose to go back to start mid-task
4.5% of the time for SingleTree and only .02% of the
time for the Matrix. We think that this also reﬂects
well on our design, since participants started over less
often for complex information needs.
RELATED WORK

Much work has been done on automating the mapping
of query terms into metadata categories, for example,
converting the query “heart attack” into the pre-deﬁned
term “myocardial infarction,” and thus increasing the
likelihood of making relevant matches [11, 19, 4, 17].
However, here we are interested in a diﬀerent problem;
namely, how to use the metadata directly in the web site
user interface, both as a starting point for the search and
as a structure upon which to organize the results of a
keyword-based query.

Figure 7: Percentage of time features were used.
“Drill” means refine by descending a subhierarchy.

tures? Results from our previous studies had indicated
that often participants did not notice, did not understand, or did not like some of the most powerful features. Our current design eﬀorts are focused on making
the features easy to understand. Results indicated that
participants felt they understood the various features,
and found them useful (most ratings ranged between 5.6
and 6.9). However, informal comments by participants
indicate that in several cases some found certain features confusing or unintuitive; particularly, the free-text
search term disambiguation and the method of expanding by removing terms from the current query (remove
via “X”). However, in most cases these features became
easy to use after the initial encounter.

Previous research has suggested a two-level architecture
for linking documents and their “auxiliary data” [1, 5].
A related idea makes use of 3D visualization to integrate
search and browsing of large category hierarchies with
their associated text collections [15]. Other projects
(e.g., [13, 18]) describe interfaces that allow the user
to use thesaurus terms as part of the interface. Others
have used table-of-contents views to provide context for
retrieval results [20, 2, 9].
Many researchers have applied text clustering to retrieval results [16, 3, 22]. Clustering is attractive from
the point of view of implementation, because the groupings can be determined automatically. Unfortunately,
the usability studies that have been conducted show that
ordinary users ﬁnd the results of clustering to be diﬃcult to interpret. Instead, they prefer the predictable
organization of category hierarchies [26, 8, 7].

A more direct measure of usefulness of various features
is how often the features were actually used (see Figure
7). Across both interfaces, participants chose to begin
more frequently by browsing (12.7%) than by searching (5%). For reﬁning actions, participants reﬁned by
using “Drill in Matrix” 26.6% of the time. This facility was not available in the SingleTree, where participants chose to “Search Within” 27.6% of the time. The
“Search Within” facility was used in the Matrix only 9%
of the time. We think that this shows the power of the
faceted hierarchies, which allow participants to ﬂexibly
modify their query, rather than forcing them to look for
appropriate keywords for searching.

DISCUSSION

Our previous experiences with developing search user
interfaces tell us that it is quite diﬃcult to get positive
reactions to novel approaches to search. In most cases,
users end up preferring a simple keyword entry and title
listing over more complex systems. Studies of existing
systems show that users tend not to make use of ad7

vanced features of the search interface because they are
too much work to use [31]. This makes the results of
our studies all the more striking.

ment said, unprompted, “I feel like I’m browsing the
shelves,” and asked that our interface replace the current one used throughout the university.

Our design reﬂects bits and pieces of what can be found
in existing web interfaces, especially on ecommerce sites,
but none of these allow simultaneous navigation of several hierarchical facets, and those that come close either
are confusing and cluttered, do not allow expansion, or
do not successfully integrate search within the navigation metadata. However, the point of this paper is not
to stress the novelty of the design, but rather to emphasize that after a number of careful design decisions, the
interface tests very positively with users, and is ﬂexible enough to be applied to many diﬀerent domains and
collections.

This interface supports 6 out of the 8 design desiderata for usable search systems as outlined in [28]: strive
for consistency, oﬀer informative feedback, oﬀer simple
error handling, permit easy reversal of actions, support
user control, and reduce short-term memory load. This
is largely due to the use of query previews, which emphasize recognition over recall, and support the notion
of providing “scent” of where to go next [10]. Error handling and reversal are provided by the various ways to
go back and start over, and the use of metadata provides
the view of consistency. (We do not support design for
closure or provide shortcuts for experts.)

Existing studies show that non-expert searchers have
diﬃculty with Boolean queries beyond simple conjunction [24, 12]. An advantage of our approach is that
it allows users to ﬂuidly compose queries consisting of
ANDs of ORs, since selecting a category C at level L
produces an OR of all of the terms beneath L. Selecting more than one facet produces an AND across facets.
Research in the biomedical literature tells us that this
style of ANDs of ORs of related terms is one of the more
eﬀective ways to search [21].

In the future we plan to address eﬃciency issues, try a
non-specialized collection such as an ecommerce catalog, and add personalization, so return users would see
examples of their own saved items as starting points. Finally, we plan to incorporate a standard relevance feedback mechanism; thus facilitating the “ﬁnd more like
this” task.
Even without these planned enhancements, we believe
our approach marks a major step forward in search interfaces and can serve as a model for web-based collections
of up to 100,000 items.

An interesting aspect of this interface is that it does not
emphasize relevance ranking, and so far we have not received a request for a ranking feature. We believe this
results in part from our emphasis on browsing rather
than search, and in part from the fact that the faceted
metadata allows the users to explicitly choose the dimensions along which the items are retrieved, which is
in part what relevance ranking does. This combined
with the ability to sort by important metadata facets
(date, author, quality, and so on) may suﬃce to obviate
the need for ranking.
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